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KEYNOTE LECTURES
May 9th, 18:00-20:00
Professor Stephen Strom
Karolinska Institutet, Division of Patology

„Cell and Gene Editing Therapy for Liver Disease.”
May 10th, 10:15-11:00
Professor Marta Kwiatkowska
University of Oxford, Department of Computer Science

„Computational techniques with applications in health and/or
wellbeing, in the context of mobile wearable or implantable devices.”
May 10th, 14:00-14:45
Professor Oliver Kurzai
University of Würzburg

„Fungal infections – a one health challenge!”
May 11th, 10:15-11:00
Professor Piotr Janicki
PennState University College of Medicine, Department of Anesthesiology
and Perioperative Medicine

„Surgical Home concept in USA and recent advances in preoperative
optimization for surgical patients.”
May 11th, 14:00-14:45
Doctor Peter MacNeal
Chelsea & Westminster Hospital, Department of Plastic Surgery

„Augmented reality in surgery: a global healthcare solution.”
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WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME
Friday
Workshop
How RNA sequencing analysis leads to
progress in molecular oncology?
What eating for two really means? Nutrition
in pregnancy and lactation.
Laparoscopic and surgical stitching workshop
in cooperation with Ethicon by Johnson &
Johnson
Surgical stitching workshop in cooperation
with SKINPAD.pro
Basic Course of Echocardiography
Movement Analysis in Rehabilitation, Sports
and Research
Neurological examination
3D printing – from patient to model
Ankle- brachial index measurement.
Epidural space in ultrasonography – a
practical
introduction
Laboratory management of diabetes

Place
Department of Pathology, 7
Pawińskiego St.
CD 203
CD 122
CD 123
Pediatric Hospital, 3AH001,
63A Żwirki i Wigury St.
Centrum SportowoRehabilitacyjne (The Sports
and Rehabilitation Centre)
2.08, 2C Księcia Trojdena St.
CBI 119
CBI 106
CBI 120
Pediatric Hospital, 5DE002,
63A Żwirki i Wigury St.

Ultrasound in Neurology
ECG workshops
Culinary medicine - health on the plate
Head and neck ultrasound
Clinical Nutrition - a way to support treatment
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ask at the registration desk
Banacha Hospital, building
‘’D’’, 860, 1A Banacha St.
CD 141
Studio
Banacha Hospital, building
‘’B’’, 8th floor, 1A Banacha St.
CD 125

Pituitary tumors
Bone marrow biopsy
Basic neurological skills
Elastography sponsored by MIRO
Basic ophthalmologic skills
Basic concepts in emergency every doctor
should know

CBI 23
CD 126
CD 127
CBI 8
CBI 122
CBI 118

Sunday
Workshop
Gynecological examination
Oncosexuality
Meniscus suture techniques – outside-in &
inside-out
Basic Abdominal Ultrasound Examination
Laryngological examination and olfactory test
Cardiologic Intensive Care & ALS
Neurovascular Workshops
Medicine for your skin - creams and
ointments
Tolerance, stigmatisation, hate speech
Towards novel chimeric compounds in pain
therapy
Dermatosurgery Workshop
Lax vox - one of the efficient methods of
voice practicing
Dermoscopy Workshop
Advanced Life Support
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Place
CD 125
CBI 8
CBI 106
Pediatric Hospital, 5AH001,
63A Żwirki i Wigury St.
CD 126, CD 127
Pediatric Hospital, 5DE002,
63A Żwirki i Wigury
Collegium Anatomicum, 5
Tytusa Chałubińskiego St.
Faculty of Pharmacy, 1
Banacha St.
CD 139
CD 140
CBI 118
Pediatric Hospital, 3AH001,
63A Żwirki i Wigury St.
CBI 122
Medical Simulation Center,
Banacha Hospital, building
‘’C’’, ground floor

Applanation tonometry in central aortic
pressure measurement.
eFAST – practical ultrasonography course

Neonatal Emergency
Emergency Room - Neurology
Management of postpartum haemorrhage uterine compression sutures
Emergency Room
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CBI 119
The Infant Jesus Teaching
Hospital, 4 William Heerlein
Lindley St.
Medical Simulation Center,
Banacha Hospital, building
‘’C’’, ground floor
CBI 23
CD 123
CD Aula

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
At the Registration Desk you can get information about free places
for events, that you did not manage to register for via the Internet.
If you are not able to attend any Workshops or Social Programme
events you have registered for, please inform us about it also at the
Registration Desk.
The Royal Łazienki Park (prior registration required)
Start: Thursday, May 9th, 15.00
Where: Meeting next to the Pilsudski Monument in the Łazienki
Park
Royal Łazienki Museum is a Palace-Garden complex which includes a
park (76 hectares of nature, right in the city center) and numerous
historical objects. The park was created using the formerly wildly
growing forest, allowing the animals to be 'detained' under natural
conditions. In the 18th century it became the most beautiful
planned area in Warsaw and one of the most beautiful in Europe,
equally stunning in terms of its greenery and architecture.
Łazienki performs a variety of functions: it is a museum, a place of
cultural, scientific and entertainment events, and a favourite place
for walks. It is also an important place for music lovers. For 50 years,
at the foot of the world's most famous monument of Fryderyk
Chopin, on Saturdays and Sundays during the summer, free piano
concerts have been held, gathering crowds of tourists and music
lovers.
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The Royal Warsaw (prior registration required)
Start: Thursday, May 9th, 15.00
Where: Meeting on the Three Crosses Square
The Royal Route is one of the most representative arteries of the city,
as it combines a series of old royal residences. It starts at Zamkowy
Square, goes through Łazienki Królewskie, and then on to Wilanów.
It evolved over centuries, and it charms with its scattered churches,
parks and residences. And this is just the beginning.
The Royal Castle - built in the 15th century, this castle served as
residence of Mazovian princes. Once the capital was moved to
Warsaw from Krakow, the castle served as seat of the king and the
government. The castle has been destroyed completely during
World War II. It was rebuilt between 1971-1988 using castle remains
and rubble. Today, the segment with the clock tower opens the way
to the Old Town. Museum attractions include two original
Rembrandt paintings as well as works by Bernard Bellotto, aka
Canaletto, court painter to Polish King Stanisław August Poniatowski.
Canaletto’s paintings were vital during Warsaw’s post-war
reconstruction.
The Old and New Towns (prior registration required)
Start: Saturday, May 11th, 17.00
Where: Meeting next to The Clock Tower of the Royal Castle
Walking down the streets of the Old and New Towns allows you to
rest from the bustle of central city life. Atmospheric alleys,
squares, and cosy cafés create a unique sense of history, and in the
summer, the Old and New Town Squares become stages for
musical and theatrical performances and open-air galleries.
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The Vistula boulevards (prior registration required)
Start: Saturday, May 11th, 17.00
Where: Meeting next to Mermaid of Warsaw monument
Warsaw seen from an unusual perspective of the only wild river
flowing through the centre of a European capital. It provides the best
views of the Old Town, the National Stadium, Warsaw bridges and
the Copernicus Science Centre. All of them are beautifully illuminated
at evening. Recently opened (after renovation) boulevards are a
perfect place for pleasant stroll during which the tour guide will tell
the story of the beginning of the Vistula river boulevards idea which
has its origin in 30. XX century, resistance, Polish soldiers on the
Western and Eastern fronts of the War, everyday life in the occupied
city. Nevertheless, also some highlights of the both Warsaw Uprisings
are included. Bravery, tragedy, everyday chores, the good and the
evil – all to be experienced during the two hours of the Warsaw at
War!
The Warsaw Illumination Trail (prior registration required)
Start: Saturday, May 11th, 19.00
Where: Meeting in Bankowy Square
Hop on board of this infamous VW cabrio bus (in Poland known as
“ogórek” – “cucumber”) and see the evening wonders of Warsaw.
The route will include the most spectacular Warsaw’s illuminations,
including the Royal Castle boroughs, bridges over Vistula river,
National Stadium and Palace of Culture and Science and many more.
Our guide will tell you about Warsaw’s long battle between light and
darkness, the transition from kerosene and gas lamps to electric ones
and how the neon signs dominated our city. Afterwards we invite you
to try some of most famous Polish dishes in an atmospheric
restaurant located in the Old Town.
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Beer Tour (prior registration required)
Start: Saturday, May 11th, 19.00
Where: Drugie Dno Multitap Bar – Nowogrodzka 4 St
Beer, next to vodka, is one of the most famous Polish beverages. We
invite you to join us for a couple pints in one of Warsaw’s
atmospheric, cosy bars to learn from our guide about history and art
of traditional Polish brewery. You will get to try 3-4 types of beer
(100-150ml) – main dish and typical Polish munchies are also
included! Join in!
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ORBIS: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR EFFECTIVE DRUG R&D
(Presentation will take place during Pharmacy Session)
Urszula Szewc, Piotr J. Rudzki*
Pharmaceutical Research Institute, 8 Rydygiera, 01-793 Warsaw, Poland
* p.rudzki@ifarm.eu

The ultimate goal of Open Research Biopharmaceutical
Internships Support (ORBIS) research Project is increasing the
effectiveness of drug research and development. Integrating research
between academia and industry at international level contributes to
pharmaceutical and chemical knowledge-sharing [1-4]. ORBIS
research objectives are broad and include areas connected with:
• drug substance synthesis and analysis,
• oral, topical and transdermal drug delivery,
• biopharmaceutical evaluation of dosage forms and delivery
systems.
The project brings together leading European and American
academic research centers with European pharmaceutical
companies, including small and medium enterprises: Poznan
University of Medical Sciences (Poland, the project Coordinator),
Pharmaceutical Research Institute (Poland), Trinity College Dublin
(Ireland), University of Helsinki (Finland), Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey, (USA), Farmak JSC (Ukraine), Zentiva k.s.,
(Czech Republic), Applied Process Company Ltd. (Ireland) and
Physiolution GmbH (Germany).
ORBIS Project is carried out through exchange of early stage and
experienced academic and industrial researchers within dedicated
research and training work packages. ORBIS Project training is
focused on extending both hard and soft staff skills in drug
development processes by participating in inter-sectoral and
international hands-on activities. Researchers from the
Pharmaceutical Research Institute will share their experience from
visits in Zentiva k.s. and Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey.
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Personal development of researchers, their mobility and networking
will make the drug research & development more effective and will
lead to more affordable and accessible drugs to the patients.

References:
[1] ORBIS website: http://orbisproject.eu/
[2] ORBIS Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ORBISproject
[3] ORBIS Twitter: https://twitter.com/ORBIS_project
[4] ORBIS Researchgate: https://www.researchgate.net/project/ORBISOpen-Research-Biopharmaceutical-Internships-Support-MSCA-RISE-2017No-778051

The ORBIS Project received funding from the European Union ’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska -Curie grant
agreement No 778051 and supplementary funding form the Ministry
of Sc ience and Higher Educat ion of Poland under the international research
fund 2018-2022 and the agreement number 3898/H2020/2018/2.
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RULES OF PRESENTATION
Scientific Papers may be presented as regular oral presentations or
short oral presentations, with differences in length of presentation
and discussion:

REGULAR ORAL PRESENTATION
7 minutes for the presentation and 3 minutes for the discussion.

SHORT ORAL PRESENTATION
4 minutes for the presentation and 2 minutes for the discussion.

CASE REPORT
4 minutes for the presentation and 2 minutes for the discussion.
Organizers do not take responsibility
of presentations created in different formats.

for

malfunctions

Only one person, chosen from the authors can be a presenter.
Presenter is obligated to participate in the discussion after finishing
presentation. Co-authors are also allowed to participate in the
discussion. The official language of presentation is English.

AWARDS
The Jury of each session chooses and awards best presentations.
The special prizes are awarded by the Jury of a particular session,
unless the prize founder states otherwise. The prizes will be handed
out during the Closing Ceremony on the last day of the conference.
Authors of eight best papers which will be chosen among all
presented original works during undergraduate students’ sessions
will be chosen to compete in the Plenary Session.
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PLENARY SESSION
We would like to introduce you to the tradition of Warsaw International
Medical Congress scientific program – a Plenary Session.

Out of original papers presented in thematic sessions (except for PhD
Sessions) 8 best papers will be chosen for presentation in front of
a Special Jury. The Jury will include Prof. Mirosław Wielgoś, Prof. Jakub
Gołąb, Prof. Marek Kuch, Prof. Barbara Górnicka, Prof. Andrzej
Radzikowski, Prof. Anna Kostera-Pruszczyk, Prof. Krzysztof Zieniewicz,
Prof. Zbigniew Gaciong, Prof. Lidia Rudnicka, Prof. Paweł Włodarski,
Prof. Agnieszka Cudnoch-Jędrzejewska, Prof. Krzysztof Czajkowski,
Prof. Rafał Krenke, Prof. Katarzyna Życińska, Prof. Jolanta Małyszko,
Prof. Aleksandra Banaszkiewicz, Prof. Ryszarda Chazan, Prof. Joanna
Gotlib. Prelegents will have the opportunity to compete for WIMC
Grand Pix, valuable prizes and tickets for World Health Summit.
The Plenary Session will be held on Sunday (12th May). The list of
selected presenters will be announced the day before during the
Congress and posted on WIMC website. Confirmation of
participation via phone will be required.

STARTUP CONTEST
Warsaw International Medical Congress and Inkubator Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego proudly present 15th WIMC x Inkubator UW Startup
Contest. The Startup Contest will be held on Saturday (11th May). The
results of the contest will be announced on our official website and
send to the participant via e-mail. The prizes will be handed out
during the Closing Ceremony on the last day of the congress (12th
May).
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PRACTICAL INFO
Public Transport in Warsaw
Public transport in Warsaw serves the city with buses, trams and
subway (‘Metro’ in Polish).
Standard ticket prices:
-

-

-

-

20 minute ticket entitles to an unlimited number of journeys for
a period not exceeding 20 minutes from its validation 3.40
PLN
Single fare transfer ticket entitles to an unlimited number of
journeys for a period not exceeding 75 minutes from its
validation or to a single journey to a stop or station which is
the last on the route. 4.40 PLN
Single fare transfer ticket entitles to an unlimited number of
journeys for a period not exceeding 90 minutes from its
validation or to a single journey to a stop or station which is
the last on the route. 7.00 PLN
24 hours ticket entitles to unlimited number of journeys for
24 hours from its validation 15 PLN
Weekend ticket entitles to unlimited number of journeys
from 7:00 PM on Friday till 8:00 AM on Monday 24 PLN
Group weekend ticket entitles a group of up to 5 people to
unlimited number of journeys from 7:00 PM on Friday till
8:00 AM on Monday 40 PLN

During the first journey the ticket should be validated immediately
after boarding the vehicle. When travelling by metro, you should
validate the ticket at the entrance gate before entering the platform,
or in the validating machine available next to the lift.
Please note that 50% Discount is available for Polish students and
ISIC international students’ card holders.
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Where to buy tickets?
You can buy your ticket in newsstands, post offices, ticket machines
at the stops, ticket machines in particular vehicles or from drivers.
Public transport at night
Day lines run between 5:00 AM and 11:00 PM Night lines run within
the remaining hours. Organization of public transport at night differs
from its standard arrangement. The basic connections make up a
network of lines joining remote districts with the centre, serviced
every 30 or 60 minutes. Please note, that metro DOES NOT run
between 12:30 AM and 5:00 AM during weekdays and between 3:00
AM and 5:00 AM on Fridays and Saturdays.
Plan your journey in Warsaw: www.warszawa.jakdojade.pl (available
also as an application for Android, iOS and Windows)
More info about public transport in Warsaw: www.ztm.waw.pl
Taxi numbers:
22 6464646
22 19668

How to reach the Congress Venue?
1) From Chopin Airport: Bus no. 188 or 175 to the bus stop
UNIWERSYTET MEDYCZNY.
2) From Central Railway Station (DWORZEC CENTRALNY): Bus no.
175, 128 or 504 to the bus stop UNIWERSYTET MEDYCZNY

Attention! Line 504 stops here only on demand - you
should press the “STOP” button.

Uber is also available
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Emergency phone numbers
999
998
997
112

Ambulance
Fire Brigade
Police
Emergency service

Access to the Internet
Free Wi-Fi in the Didactics Centre is provided. You can receive your
username and password in the INFO point.
To access the internet, choose ‘GOŚCIE’ network and enter the access
key 1234567890. Then, log in with “congress” and type “wimc15” as
a password.
You can connect with Wi-Fi only on one device at the same time.

Money
The Polish currency is the złoty (PLN). 1
PLN=0.24 EUR=14.76 RUB=6.86 UAH

The nearest ATM machine is placed on the ground floor of the
building which houses the Rector’s office (Next to the Didactics
Centre).

Weather in Poland
It is useful to know that weather in Poland is highly unpredictable and
varied. During the spring the weather is often changeable - you are
likely to enjoy moderately warm temperatures from April to June.
Average temperature in Poland during May is 14°C.
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Electricity
Voltage: 220-240 Volts (U.S./Canada are 110-120 Volts)
Primary Socket Type: Europlug
Multi-voltage appliances (laptops, etc.): Plug adapter
110-120V electronics: plug adapter + step-down transformer
Hair dryers, curling irons, etc.: plug adapter + voltage converter

Tourist Information Centres
Addresses:

Pl. Defilad 1
Rynek Starego Miasta 18/20/21a
Żwirki i Wigury 1 (Chopin Airport, Terminal A)
Pl. Zamkowy 1/13
Miodowa 17

Pictures
Photographs which will be taken during the conference will be
downloadable via www.wum.edu.pl and our fanpage on Facebook.

Cloakroom
You may find a cloakroom in the basement of the Didactics Centre
where you can leave your clothing and luggage.

WIMC ID and coupons
During registration every participant will get WIMC ID, please carry it
with you during all the activities of WIMC.
You will also get special coupons which are necessary to get lunch,
remember to have them during lunch time (they are not needed
during coffee breaks).
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WORLD HEALTH SUMMIT 2019
October 27-29, 2019
Berlin, Germany
3 Days · 40 Sessions· 250 Speakers
The next World Health Summit will take place October 27-29 in
Berlin, Germany. We very much hope to see you there. Registration
will open in May. In the meantime, mark your calendar and join the
thousands of global health experts coming together work on
solutions to the biggest challenges in global health.
Confirmed speakers include:
- Jens Spahn, Minister of Health, Federal Republic of Germany
- Gerd Müller, Minister of Economic Cooperation and Development,
Federal Republic of Germany
- Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director General, World Health
Organization
- Sania Nishtar, Co-Chair, WHO High-Level Independent Commission
on Non-Communicable Diseases
- Jayasree Iyer, Executive Director, Access to Medicine Foundation
- Mark Britnell, Global Chairman and Senior Partner, KPMG
International
- Ilona Kickbusch, Director Global Health Centre, The Graduate
Institute Geneva
- John Nkengasong, Director, Africa Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
- Andrea Wulf, Award-Winning Author of The Invention of Nature:
Alexander von Humboldt's New World
- Peter Sands, Executive Director, The Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis, and Malaria
- Carissa F. Etienne, Director, Pan American Health Organization
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Information on speakers and topics of the World
Health Summit 2019:
www.worldhealthsummit.org/conference/topics
www.worldhealthsummit.org/conference/speakers

The world’s foremost strategic forum for global health, the WHS
promotes thought leadership in science and global health agendas.
The Summit was founded in 2009 on the occasion of the 300th
anniversary of Berlin’s Charité Hospital.
Initiatives:
• WHS Startup Track
• New Voices in Global Health
• IAP Young Physician Leaders
• Next Generation of Science Journalists Award
• WHS Science & Industry Circle
Further information is available at:
www.worldhealthsummit.org
Stay
in
touch
via
Social
Media:
https://www.facebook.com/worldhealthsummit
https://twitter.com/worldhealthsmt
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CONGRESS VENUE

1 – Rector’s Office Building
2 – Didactics Centre: opening ceremony, scientific sessions,
workshops, gala dinner, plenary session and closing ceremony 3
– CBI Main Library: scientific sessions and workshops
4 – Banacha Hospital: workshops
5 – Pediatric Hospital: workshops
11 – Faculty of Pharmacy: workshops
12 – CePT Centre for Preclinical Research and Technology: workshops
15 – CSR Rehabilitation and Sports Centre: workshops
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GALA DINNER VENUE

Gala Dinner (prior registration required)
Start: Friday, May 11th, 19.00
Where: Central Agricultural Library them. Michael Oczapowskiego,
Krakowskie Przedmieście 66
Dress code: Black tie
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USEFUL POLISH PHRASES
Although in Warsaw you should not have any problems to
communicate in English, we prepared some useful Polish expressions.
•

please –proszę /‘prosheh’/

•

thank you –dziękuję /‘dsyenkooyeh’)/

•

I’m sorry – przepraszam /‘pshehpraasham’)/

•

excuse me – przepraszam /‘pshehpraasham’/

•

good morning – dzień dobry /‘dsyeni dobree’/

•

good afternoon – dzień dobry /‘dsyeni dobree’/

•

good evening – dobry wieczór /‘dobry vyechoor’/

•

good night – dobranoc /‘dobra notz’/

•

hi – cześć /‘cheshch’.

•

bye – cześć /‘cheshch’/

•

see you – do widzenia /‘doh vidsenya’/

•

yes – tak /‘tahk’/

•

no – nie /‘nye’/

•

How much does it cost? – Ile to kosztuje? /’eeleh toh coshtuyeh’/

•

cheers – na zdrowie /’nah zdrovyeh’/

•

Shall we dance? – Zatańczymy? /‘zatanichimi?’/

•

I don't speak Polish – nie mowię po polsku /‘nye moovyeh poh
polskoo’/

•

I don’t understand you. – nie rozumiem /’nye rosuhmyeh’/

•

The WIMC is just awesome! I’m coming next year!- WIMC jest
świetny! Przyjeżdżam za rok! /’V-EE-M-TS yest shvyetnee!’
‘Psheeyezhdzham sa rock!’/
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